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Total fossil fuel financing
• Banking on climate change 2022 (https://www.bankingonclimatechaos.org/)

-> Aggregation of lending and underwriting
debt and equity issuances

« 4 US Banks dominate the overall fossil fuel 
financing and represent 25% of it over the 
last 6 years, but all countries are concerned » 

Coal mining: financing is led by the Chinese 
banks, with China Everbright Bank and China 
CITIC Bank as the worst financiers in 2021. 
Big banks overall provided $17.4 billion to the 
sector last year. 

Coal power: funding has been essentially flat 
the last three years, at around $44 billion (led 
financing by China Merchants Bank and Ping 
An Group for the sector last year). 





A bank heading in the right direction



Coal divestment policies by banks

• Interesting topic, appropriate data and important question

-> measures how this would ultimately impact the firm’s emissions (coal plants 
retirement)

Main findings: Large effects, limited substitution -> first evidence of divestment policies
by banks as an effective tool to address climate change



Academic literature
• Macro-economics: theoretical literature on endogenous growth under environmental

constraints (Acemoglu et al. 2012-AER, 2016-JPE) and carbon taxes (Aghion et al. 
2016-JPE). 

• Micro-economics: linkages between finance and the environment
• (1) Impact of climate change and other environmental issues on firms and financial 

markets, 
• (2) Legal, institutional, and financial determinants of environmentally friendly (or costly) 

behaviors

• (1) Dimson, E., O. Karaka¸s, and X. Li. 2015. Active ownership. Review of Financial Studies 28:3225–68.
• Hong, H. G., F.W. Li, and J. Xu. 2019. Climate risks and market efficiency. Journal of Econometrics 

208:265–81.
• Krueger, P., Z. Sautner, and L. T. Starks. 2020. The importance of climate risks for institutional investors. 

Review of Financial Studies 33:1067–111.
• Bolton, P., and M. Kacperczyk. 2021. Do investors care about carbon risk? Journal of Financial Economics 

142:517–49.
• Ilhan, E., Z. Sautner, and G. Vilkov. 2021. Carbon tail risk. Review of Financial Studies 34:1540–71.



General comments
• Optimal capital structure

• Impact on coal firms’ leverage -> Impact on these firms’ bêtas -> Impact on investors’ expected
rate of return

• Tax exemptions through debt issuance

• Coal industry:
• Highly capitalistic industry
• Mostly reliant on bank debt (document this point)
• Firm-level data for parent and subsidiary companies

• Various financing sources: bank loans, syndicated loans, bonds,…
• For syndicated loans, you could consider differently the arranger role and that of participant 

banks.
• Also consider non-bank participants in syndicated loans as a kind of substitution to bank-

divesting lenders
• If data available, you could also consider banks underwriting in equity issuance in the coal

industry



Data and measures
• The offered measure of borrower’s exposure to divesting banks weights each

bank policy the same.
• Refinements could use different weights, especially for:

• Existing bank customer exceptions
• Decarbonization strategy exceptions
• Banks divestment policies after 2015

• The main analysis must incorporate financial controls over time (and not only
firm fixed effects δi):
• Log(1+IssuedAmount i,t) = βTreatment i,t + δi + µ c,t + ε i,t
• Treatment = 3 different measures of borrower’s exposure to divesting banks
• Substitution or Contagion effects? Exclude the banning banks total issuances from the 

explained variable

• Causality?
• Annual data on emissions and ownership
• Timing?
• Effects on coal-fired powerplants retirement ++
• Analyze separately headquarters and subsidiary geographic location



Alternative stories
• Higher country taxes on noxious manufacturing emissions?

• Government subsidies to decreasing carbon-intensive activities?

• “Firms facing tighter credit conditions might choose to economize on 
noncore business functions, such as pollution abatement, to cushion the 
effects of tighter credit on profits, thereby increasing toxic emissions.”
• Levine, R.,C. Lin, Z.Wang, and W. Xie. 2019. Finance and pollution: Do credit

conditions affect toxic emissions? Working Paper, Haas School of Business at 
University of California, Berkeley.





Divestment is short term, Economic
growth is not
• Do banks INVEST in cleaner production technologies companies?
• R&D investment in innovative changes in the production process, i.e. 

cleaner raw materials and/or use existing inputs more efficiently.
-> Clean hydrogen, nuclear fusion, carbon recycling & storage, 
biobased energies, substitutes to fuel…

• Can Environmental Policy Encourage Technical Change? Emissions 
Taxes and

R&D Investment in Polluting Firms
• James R. Brown, Gustav Martinsson, Christian Thomann
• RFS 2022, 35, p 4518-4560



What drives bank divestment decisions?
• Investors demand a carbon premium
• Bolton, P., and M. Kacperczyk. 2021. Do investors care about carbon risk? Journal of 

Financial Economics 142:517–49.

• Institutional investors’ motivation to incorporate climate risks into their 
portfolio decisions. 

• First surveyed 3 motives: the protection of the investors’ reputations, their 
moral/ethical considerations, and their legal/fiduciary duties

• From the list of 12 possible approaches, the least frequently used tool 
is to divest problematic portfolio firms, which is employed by 20% of 
the investors (better answers are for example, incorporating climate risks 
into their valuation models (26%) or hedging against climate risks (25%)).

• Krueger, P., Z. Sautner, and L. T. Starks. 2020. The importance of climate risks for 
institutional investors. Review of Financial Studies 33:1067–111.
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